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A First Hand Account of
Materialisation Mediumship - Part Two
Michael Roll concludes his encounter with the Etherian's
Second Visit:
There were some interesting points raised during my second visit on 9th April 1983.
During this visit I was allowed to feel Laura's shoes, feet and ankle. She sat next to
me on the settee and showed me how she could gently pin my hands by stepping on
them. Her shoes felt like what they obviously were, dancing shoes. Helen took a
physical drumstick and used it to materialise yards of material which covered the
floor of the room. All the sitters were allowed to feel it. Unlike an apport, when the
interval came the floor was clear of any material. This material was from the
etheric world. The Etherian's are adamant that apports, like my clown, came from our
physical world.
The Etherian's proved to me that they could use physical objects, change tape
recorders etc. I then asked the vital question about nuclear war. Could they make the
buttons inoperable? Raymond answered this by saying; "Decisions of this type
were above his responsibly, this type of decision which involve the
destruction of the planet must rest with God." (By God, Raymond meant the
unknown power in the universe that creates galaxies and puts life onto planets.)
Decisions of this magnitude are not for Raymond Lodge or anybody else. There
seems to be a definite hierarchy based on character.
The Etherian's, who are organising this vital communication with us, come from the
plane of existence that the vast majority of people on earth graduate too. When we
leave our physical bodies we are not suddenly given the secrets of the universe.
Those who are prepared to make the effort to gain knowledge and do the right thing
will progress to more advanced planes of existence. Helen, Raymond and Russell
have perfected the art of speaking to us over a period of two years. They cannot just
make any Tom, Dick or Harry appear and speak when the fancy takes them. This
time, but with great difficulty, they did manage to bring my father, who died of cancer
in 1967.
He embraced and kissed my mother and me. He spoke very softly and I did not
recognise his voice. However I knew without any doubt that it was my father,
because I smelt him. He was completely overcome with emotion. As Helen led him
away, I heard her say consoling words like; "Now this is only your first time,
perhaps in the future."

A question was asked about atmospheric conditions, asking does this affect the
communications. Helen said that it made no difference, except that a thunderstorm
overhead would not be very good because it would affect the magnetism. "That's on
for you Michael, and your scientific friends." I carried on the conversation with
Raymond Lodge bout flying saucers. "If as you say, flying saucers come from our
physical universe, dare I ask how they can travel faster than the speed of light?" His
reply was that.
"The advanced civilisations that visit your planet have learned how to
dematerialise matter. They have to travel in a vehicle because they have not
learned how to transport themselves independently, like we do in the etheric
world. They are very advance, but not as advanced as we are. You need never
worry about their intentions because they are good people and would never
hurt the inhabitants of earth."
Our pets, what happens when they die?
Helen replied; "That is a dog is walking along a street and is run over by a bus,
its etheric body carries on down the street and returns to its home. It carries
on with all its usual familiar things. It never suffers any sense of shock, and for
an animal that has a love bond with its owners, there is no sense of separation
for the animal. In due course pets are always reunited with people that showed
them affection. This includes any pet, goldfish, bird or any living creature.
Love is the bond. Love seems to be stronger than the atomic glue in the
nucleus of an atom, and as any of your nuclear physicist friends will confirm,
this is very strong indeed."
When a physical object is passed through another physical object by the Etherian's,
my analogy of a knife through soft polystyrene was shown not to be correct at all
times.
The Etherian's are able to alter the consistency of the atoms at their ease. This time
they demonstrated this by showing me how they pass the physical drumstick through
the physical table with the knife and the polystyrene effect, then again without this
effect. The second time the drumstick passed effortlessly through. I asked about the
Bristol Cancer Clinic, 'A Gentle Way with Cancer'. Raymond Lodge said; "How
correct they were to work together with the surgeons and more orthodox
medicine. In some cases a cancer can be cured by willpower or tremendous
concentration. Imagine the cancer as a large cauliflower and start to break it
down into thousands of pieces; this sometimes has the effect of destroying
the cancer." I understand this method is already being taught at the clinic.
Again the Etherian's we are in contact with do not know the cure for cancer anymore
than we do and why should they? It was also very interesting to know that
Raymond Lodge did not seem to know anything about acupuncture; in fact he called
it aqua puncture. He said that 'if a patient had complete faith in the
acupuncturist, it is wonderful what can be accomplished.'

I reminded him that major surgery can be carried out under acupuncture
anaesthesia, and it worked on animals. This proves that it is nothing to do with faith.
He did not seem to have an answer for this. He mentioned something about nerve
systems in the body. I said that orthodox medicine does not know of any nerve
system that connects the thumb with deadening the chest cavity.
He said that 'orthodox doctors do not recognise acupuncture only because
they are prejudice against it.' Again I was so pleased the Raymond made these
elementary mistakes because it proves that just because somebody is in the etheric
world it does not automatically mean that they are an expert on every subject. These
people are exactly the same as us but now they are living in a universe that is made
up of atoms that are much finer than our physical atoms.
Martin Masters was scathing about some remark that Brother John had made in the
Psychic News. Brother John had said that it was possible for a carpenter to carry on
with his profession in the etheric world. 'What rubbish' Mr. Masters had said, 'just
as if we could destroy trees in the etheric world?' Raymond answered that
'maybe Brother John did not explain himself very well. Carpenters can
certainly carry on with their work. The wood required is materialised, there is
no question of destroying trees.'
I asked if the Etherian's would be able to communicate with one of our world's
leading scientists if he accepted my invitation to attend. They answered that they
could, but no answers would be given if it is considered that we have not advanced
sufficiently to receive the knowledge. "But surely your colleague as a scientist
would be very interested to speak to us anyway?"
I asked if the Etherian's could clear up once and for all the question of reincarnation.
They answered no they could not. They do not know any more about reincarnation
than we do. Raymond said; "Who am I to tell little Russell it's time to return to
the earth. If there is such a thing, again, it must come from a higher authority."
This certainly made sense to me. I said who in the right mind would want to leave
your wonderful world to come back to earth. "Exactly," said Raymond Lodge.
I asked Helen why she could not arrange to materialise in daylight as she used to do
on earth. She answered that I had been misinformed, because all her meetings took
place in the dark. She also said that this new method is much improved because we
have now done away with ectoplasm. "We are trying very hard to improve the
method of communication all the time." I asked Raymond about food. He said
that he did not need to eat or drink, but you can if you want to. Imagine Churchill not
smoking a cigar. "He will carry on until he realises he does not need it."
In conclusion I feel that we must do away with the word "Spirit". All the time we use
this word we are playing into the hands of our sworn enemies. This word gives the
wrong impression completely. The people I have been touching and talking to are
exactly the same as us, definitely not spirits or ghosts. This is a legitimate branch of
nuclear physics, let's keep it that way. All this has happened in the past, but, the
difference this time is that we have the nuclear physicists and astronomers on our
side.
Let the bigots do their worst. This time they will not succeed.

Taking Part:
From the Physical World:
Rita Gould - Medium
Pat Jeffries - Sitter
Barry Jeffries - Sitter
Michael Findlay Roll - Sitter - (Named after Arthur Findlay in 1938)
From the Etheric World:
Russell Vernon Byrne: - Aged 9 (Died of Cancer)
Helen Duncan - Martyred Physical Medium who was jailed in
1944, under the now abolished Witchcraft Act.
Raymond Lodge: - Son of scientist Sir Oliver Lodge. Raymond
was killed in the First World War
Boyrie: - Rita Gould's father. Present but did not
speak.
Laura Lorraine: - Rita Gould's Grandmother. But appearing as a
young lady, with a beautiful operatic voice.
James Arthur Findlay - Philosopher and Historian. Died in 1964.
Michael Jeffrey's - 16 year old son of Barry and Pat who was
killed on his motor cycle.
Comments by Michael Roll:
This is the report that made the Glasgow University Astrophysicist, Professor Archie
Roy, beat a path to my door in Bristol. The report was censored by the Spiritualist
hierarchy from their newspaper 'The Psychic News', that was until a change of editor
and pressure from readers, it was then published in synopsis form in 1992. In was
not published in full until March 8th, 1997. Of course it was still censored by the
powerful religionists and materialists who have infiltrated and are running the Society
for Physical Research.
Readers may ask, why has the Spiritualist hierarchy fought so hard against the
scientific back up for mediumship and this crushing proof of survival? For exactly the
same reason as the Vatican. They have declared war on Arthur Findlay's secular
scientific approach to the subject of life after death at the Arthur Findlay College.
Spiritualists have made the terrible mistake of making yet another one God religion
out of natural forces of the universe. It's a question of censoring the truth in order to
keep power structures intact from the wrath of public opinion. "Monotheism is easily
the greatest disaster ever to be inflicted on the human race."
Gore Videl
We only have to switch on our television sets or read the papers for confirmation of
thisstatement.
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